Socialite Beats Off Six Stranglers

Top News Today

BREWINS clobber Maple Giefs, even though the Giefs were the first to score, because Ted Spleen was put in the penalty box in his own rebound after spearing, and Pucyk put Halivah put in Pucyk's rebound, and this certainly clinches the Stanley Cup for the B's.

DONALD Duck gets horny.

SOCIALITE beats off six stranglers.

CALLAHAN indicted.

FACHAMATA wedding.

MAY day party, the guys dance around their poles.

CROSS word puzzle.

MOVIE guide, for those lost in their local theatres.

DIRTY pictures. Just hold this page up to the light.

PLIGHT of the Shrinking Ecbaipfaks

Patriots' Game Highlights Lost

ENDING IT ALL —
An unidentified student has decided he's had enough. Well over a hundred onlookers looked on and cheered as the student made his fateful decision at the 150-Smoot line. The crowd continued to cheer for several hours until the police arrived, at which time they began to sing "We Shall Overcome." (Story on Page 3.)

(UAP Photo by Art Kalotkin)
One of Them Simply MUST Be The Stranger

By L. Strangleyou

The Wretched American's outstanding reporting staff today released the names of six more suspects who might possibly be the mad "Boston Strangler," to grateful Hub police.

Our first lead came from sepulchritudinous Elmina Ugly, who snapped our picture of this sinister chap, while he was fearfully and hurriedly crawling BACK into her dumbwaiter. Said something about having got out on the wrong floor.

Our next suspect, street-corn seller, is a dusty fellow, indeed. As a matter of fact, he is so dusted elusive, we failed to get a picture of him. Be on the lookout for his accomplice, though. He's the beady-eyed guy on the left of our second picture. He happened to mention to our hapless victim, the guy on the right, no, the photo hasn't been reversed—that he works for the Boston Strangler. "Oh sure," the poor slob said, "you mean the guy who takes old women by the neck-oh-roo like this..." Our designing friend is confident, because just out of sight of our hidden camera the Strangler is preparing to pounce on the unfortunate wretch. We didn't stick around to see the outcome, but it seems the stocking tightened around the top of his shoulders only to breathe clear across the top of his head, which you can see is only about an inch and a half lower than the guy's shoulders, anyway. Poor, malformed fellow.

Close scrutiny of the third frame will reveal a rather burly and threatening old bag strangling her fourteenth victim with a pearl necklace. "Ahhhh," the guy moans. "I'm going to be..." His question was drowned out by the very comely lady yolking him, which is why you and can was missing and if in fact you hadn't realized it, the printed matter you are now reading is a parody of a recent trial for fragrancy, unsubstantiated rumor maintains that his wife is actually an aging and enfeebled vamp, waiting away for lack of nourishment. We wouldn't ordinarily read our readers to hear of such unreliable news, but we'll print anything anyway.

Our final suspect, Christopher Sonovitch, was caught on film while admiring the very comely lass that launched a thousandfanatics. "Oh sure," the poor slob said, "you mean the guy who takes old women by the neck-oh-roo like this..." Our designing friend is confident, because just out of sight of our hidden camera the Strangler is preparing to pounce on the unfortunate wretch. We didn't stick around to see the outcome, but it seems the stocking tightened around the top of his shoulders only to breathe clear across the top of his head, which you can see is only about an inch and a half lower than the guy's shoulders, anyway. Poor, malformed fellow.

Our fourth suspect, known only by the unlikely alias "Stigless Leibebanks" was captured by our candid cameraman (sic) in his little white liar (sic) upon discovering that her favorite stocking was missing and all he had to suit was a vultured (sic) pearl necklace. Frentzied, he gasped, "I think I'm going to be..." (sic). One of the most ruthless and certainly the most feared of all the strangler suspects is Arnold Hall Simmons. The fifth picture on the page (try the one labelled "S") shows his crack lawyer addressing the jury during a recent trial for fragrancy, with the cleverly phrased query: "Is this the face—I ask you, ladies and gentlemen—"the face that launched a thousand ships?" Our man was acquitted, but his lawyer's question was never adequately resolved. He was last seen by an elderly Beacon Hill socialite, and was reportedly conducting an independent survey among aging matrons to determine the concomia on the subject. Please give him your full cooperation.

Zoo's Beastiest Bird Bugs Out

Boston — A large beauty, commonly known as the epitecberus Retrollupus Depilatorytiousimous was reported escaped from the Buick Park Zoo today. As the beast is missing, its whereabouts are unknown.

Hub police have issued an all-points bulletin for the return of the animal. It is described as a large bird-like critter with a three-toed foot (actually, four three-toed feet), long thin tail, pointed nose, smooth spotty skin, and a pronounced double chin. She stands semi-erect on her hind legs, using the front legs to grip and hold her food.
**HE LEAPS INTO THE DEEP:**

**Hack Hub Harvie Horrifies Hundreds**

Boston (UAP)—An anonymous man committed suicide early today as hundreds watched.

According to an anonymous on-loo-ker who looked on anonymously as the man jumped off the Harvard Bridge, the man had threatened to jump as a large crowd of people gathered along the edge of the bridge. All the NAGgers in this smootful of people ran with their dimes to the nearest phone booth. Six people were injured in the crowded phone booth.

Within hours the police arrived. Along with them came the MDC and Fire Department. The man stood pitifully on the rail as police and civilians yelled: “Hate! Hate!” An MPC patrol boat was stationed directly under the man in order to catch him. Another onlooker heard him say something about Australia, but another heard him say something unprintable.

Finally, the man jumped. Unfortunately, the patrol boat missed him, as he quickly disappeared into the murky waters. A trace of an odorless, colorless gas was noticed by an MPC official. When bubbled through Co2 (DRG) it was found to be CO2. No trace of the man has been found yet.

A policeman, when asked why he didn’t try to save the man, said: “I just didn’t want to get involved.” Another policeman, when asked the same question, replied: “If I wouldn’t have done it, I don’t know what I would have done...”

Notification of next of kin is being withheld pending identification of remains.

A list of witnesses was compiled and sent to the Readers Digest Subscription Department. Witnesses’ fingerprints have been forwarded to the FBI. Reader’s Digest and J. Edgar Hoover will compare notes to single out liars.

He replied: “I’ve had enough.”

Boston police are looking into the case. So far, they have ruled out Communist and Right Wing sources, the man’s last words being withheld pending identification of remains.

A list of witnesses was compiled and sent to the Readers Digest Subscription Department. Witnesses’ fingerprints have been forwarded to the FBI. Reader’s Digest and J. Edgar Hoover will compare notes to single out liars.

As the Wretched American goes to press, the man’s fate is still unknown. A policeman, when asked why he didn’t try to save the man, said: “I just didn’t want to get involved.” Another policeman, when asked the same question, replied: “If I wouldn’t have done it, I don’t know what I would have done...”

Notification of next of kin is being withheld pending identification of remains.

A list of witnesses was compiled and sent to the Readers Digest Subscription Department. Witnesses’ fingerprints have been forwarded to the FBI. Reader’s Digest and J. Edgar Hoover will compare notes to single out liars.

He replied: “I’ve had enough.”

Boston police are looking into the case. So far, they have ruled out Communist and Right Wing sources, the man’s last words being withheld pending identification of remains.

A list of witnesses was compiled and sent to the Readers Digest Subscription Department. Witnesses’ fingerprints have been forwarded to the FBI. Reader’s Digest and J. Edgar Hoover will compare notes to single out liars.

As the Wretched American goes to press, the man’s fate is still unknown.

**WILL CHARLIE EVER RETURN?**

**Latest M.T.A. Victim**

Police are searching tonight for a Cambridge man who apparently boarded the M.T.A. this morning at Kendall Square station, but subsequently failed to get off at his intended destination, believed to be either his sister’s home in Chelsea, or perhaps his cousin’s home in Roxbury.

As the Wretched American goes to press, the man’s fate is still unknown.

**Mother Raped**

Somebody said that somebody’s mother got murdered and, of course, raped, but, as usual, we don’t know for sure. If it had really happened, it surely would have been somebody’s mother. Because, the only kind of thing is that we print, unless we run out of real news and have to print this stuff like that we couldn’t really understand and get printed in the Monitor anyway.

**Comet Coming**

M.T.A. FACHAMATA: Mothly Katamani at the Mt. Palomine observatory have been discovered a comet that is approaching the earth. It is scheduled to strike somewhere between 500 and 700 miles from the earth. Dr. Virgil Griswom of the observatory says, "This comet will be dangerous to the earth if it gets too close to us. It might change its orbit and come nearer to the sun. The orbit will be about 200,000 miles long when the comet strikes set." Griswom then added: "The impact of this comet will undoubtedly shatter the entire planet, breaking it into a large number of smaller planets, which will cause great damage to the earth."

Mrs. Dooley chats with Wretched reporters after hub's disappearance.
Ours Are the Safest

CONGRATULATIONS to the State of Massachusetts for finishing at the very top of the list in the recent National Safe Driving Survey.

In the Survey, conducted by the A. A. A. (Alcoholics Anonymous Automobile Association), Massachusetts drivers were found to be the safest in the U. S. A., as a group, as judged by the following criteria:

1.) Most right turns at corners which have "Right Turn Only" signs.

2.) Most stops at corners which have "Stop" signs.

3.) Greatest display of courtesy and caution when entering a large intersection which has no traffic lights.

4.) Fewest times cutting diagonally across three lanes of oncoming traffic without signaling.

5.) And, a special individual award for successfully negotiating "America's Most Dangerous Traffic Spot," presented to Mr. V. W. Callahan of Cambridge, for "Driving Past the Intersection of Mass. Ave. and Memorial Drive 17,500 Times with Only 3 Accidents."

The Wretched American salutes this phenomenal record of Massachusetts traffic safety, particularly Mr. Callahan's fine history of only one accident every 5,833 times that he drives over the Harvard Bridge.

To reward our fine drivers, the Wretched recommends the following reforms:

1) A 50% cut in auto insurance rates, while also making auto insurance non-compulsory.

2) A 50% decrease in the number of existing traffic signals, (3) a 50% decrease in the number of policemen now on traffic duty, and (4) a 50% decrease in the price of gasoline, to reward our magnificent drivers.

BITE THE MAILBAG

PAPER EXCELLENT

BRIGHTMOUTH — I wouldn’t done it my garbage can with your rag!

ISAAC O’HARA

DULLONE — I would like me garbage can with your rag!

HARIE O’HABAC

NEWTONE — Your paper is excellent! I buy three copies every day, one for me, my wife, and one for my dog. I have no complaints, but my dog says that he would appreciate it if you would make the paper a bit more absorbent.

HOUSE B. ROBEN

FOULMOUTH — I discovered the other day that our children are being exposed to the most vicious kind of vile, dispicable pornography. They had been reading a book called "Peter Pan" by one of those perverted Englishmen. In this horrible crime against good taste there is vividly described the activities of a bunch of boys living together.

As if to make the point even more obvious, there are several episodes involving (exclusively the expression) a fairy, actually flying around. And then there are some vile references to an alligator (probably a hidden reference to Al Smith) who is a member belonging to one of the characters. Obviously, Peter Pan is a degenerate dirty old man, and so anybody who doesn’t agree that this base book should be censored!

RUTH M. MENTON

BINGO REENIGHT

C.W.R.A.B.

(Citizens Who Read All Books)

MILTON — I have a question for your readers. Has anyone seen any little boy Mike, whom I lost in the Lion House at the Zoo last week? I turned away just for a second, to look at the tigers, and when I looked back, he was gone. He is a good little boy, and I hate to lose him. If anyone sees a small boy with red hair wandering around, that’s probably him, unless its someone else.

MRS. C. K. HUNT

CANS

FRAMEHAM — With reference to your dubious and singularly unpleasant editorial of March 23rd last, I wish to take exception to your ridiculous reference to "unemployed baggage-ship manufacturers." That was a totally uncalled for and insulting remark! My great-grandfather’s fourth cousin’s best friend was an unemployed baggage-ship manufacturer, who accidentally chipped his left front upper tooth in the Battle of Dagon’s Bar shortly before the Boston Tea Party, and as he said, "If you’ve got grass growing under your feet, find an old nail and scrape it off, because you must have stepped in something."

Please do not refer to my ancestors or their friends or me and my friends in the DAR as they will get PO’d.

And you know what that means. RALPH N. THEBELTONGE

CAMEROVERTHEBRIDGE — I want to protest against the outrageous practice of allowing out-of-state drivers on our streets. They have no sense of responsibility at all. Just yesterday I was driving in front of me stopped for a stop sign and made me use him by driving up over the sidewalk, and the little kid I ran over smothered his sticky chocolate candy bar all over my front bumper! Another one held up traffic on Massass for 37 seconds while he checked to see if the pedestrian lying in the street was really dead! What’s the matter with these jerks? Don’t they know anything about common courtesy?

JORD N. O’SULLIVAN

STONERBAR — People are so damn good. I was on the way home from the mortuary last week when my mother got run over by a beer truck, and nobody even stopped to help. They have been reading a book called "Peter Pan" by one of those perverted Englishmen. In this horrible crime against good taste there is vividly described the activities of a bunch of boys living together.

As if to make the point even more obvious there are several episodes involving (exclusively the expression) a fairy, actually flying around. And then there are some vile references to an alligator (probably a hidden reference to Al Smith) who is a member belonging to one of the characters. Obviously, Peter Pan is a degenerate dirty old man, and so anybody who doesn’t agree that this base book should be censored!

RUTH M. MENTON

BINGO REENIGHT

C.W.R.A.B.

(Citizens Who Read All Books)

MILTON — I have a question for your readers. Has anyone seen any little boy Mike, whom I lost in the Lion House at the Zoo last week? I turned away just for a second, to look at the tigers, and when I looked back, he was gone. He is a good little boy, and I hate to lose him. If anyone sees a small boy with red hair wandering around, that’s probably him, unless it’s someone else.

MRS. C. K. HUNT

BURNSIDE

Mrs. Ethel R. Sullivan, of Roxbury or someplace like that, last night was present at the funeral of her son, Ralph N. Sullivan, Jr., only seven minutes after the murder of Miss Ethel Schwartz. There was no connection between the murdered Miss Schwartz and the death of Mr. Sullivan, Jr., who died of malnutrition. Of course.

MRS. C. K. HUNT

BAGLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR BIT]

"DON’T LIE DOWN IN THE STREET AT CERTAIN SCHOOLS!"

You are safer.

"CROSSING MASS. AVE.

THAN IN THE HEART OF A NUCLEAR BLAST!"

"THAT’S HOW I KNEW HE WAS A FRIEND."
Dear Flabby:

Chest Hairy
Pregnancy Scary

Dear Flabby: Since I have become pregnant, my problems have grown and grown (grown). I am 50 years old, have had to quit my job, have had to shave twice a day, have had to let my hair grow longer and longer, have become extremely ashamed of my hair on my chest, and frankly, am quite surprised that this could have happened to a person my age. Even my wife is worried about this. Can you help me?

—HEFFY HERBIE

Dear Flabby:

You must be kidding. Obviously a man your age is too old to become pregnant. Surely the affliction is due to overeating, and with your wife's help, can easily be cured.

—DEAR FLABBY

Dear Flabby: I just can't seem to get along well with my hair. It always seems to get back in front of me, and I have to use a lot of hair spray. Can you help me with this problem?

—HAIR HATER

Dear Flabby: Promote him anything, but give him Mice In, by Lanvin. It's a hit. I just managed to sneak that one in. Chuckle chuckle...

—HOBYSMASTER

Dear Flabby: Everybody laughs at me because I have two heads. Now I think that isn't fair at all. Two heads can be useful; when crossing a two way street,

By FLABBERGAST MOVING YAN

you can look both ways at once; when a pretty girl passes, you can turn one head around to see her from the other side while you're going; you can eat a meal twice as fast when you're in a hurry, etc. Of course it costs me twice as much for haircuts, and eyeglasses, and dentists, and stuff like that, but Flabby having two heads is nothing to laugh at, is it? Huh? Well, is it? Huh?

—GOT TWO

Dear Gotta: I certainly agree that 2 heads are extremely useful. I know in my house somebody is always using the head, and if I had another head, I could accomplish things with less of a space. Use your heads!

—PLUMBER'S GAL

Dear flabby: My boyfriend is a plumber and I love him, but you ask me, and I think the only way to solve this problem is to bite the bag. (Bet you thought we'd never get that in.)

Confidential to "OOPS": I know where you can get one for $300. (Dist. by King Kong Feat. Syn., Inc.)

—ELMBURY'S

Noted for the Best Sandwiches
To Eat In or to Take Out
The famous special Roast Beef Sandwich

DEAR HATER

Dear Flabby: Well, honestly Flabby, I can't seem to get along well with my hair. It always seems to get back in front of me, and I have to use a lot of hair spray. Can you help me with this problem?

—HAIR HATER

Dear Flabby: You just can't seem to get along well with my husband, as I wrote to you a while back. At that time, you answered by saying that I try to take an interest in some of his hobbies. Well, honestly Flabby, I've tried, but I just can't stand going down to the city dump to shoot rats.

—HOBYSMASTER

Dear Flabby: You must be kidding. Obviously a man your age is too old to become pregnant. Surely the affliction is due to overeating, and with your wife's help, can easily be cured.

—DEAR FLABBY

Dear Flabby: I just can't seem to get along well with my hair. It always seems to get back in front of me, and I have to use a lot of hair spray. Can you help me with this problem?

—HAIR HATER

Dear Flabby: Everybody laughs at me because I have two heads. Now I think that isn't fair at all. Two heads can be useful; when crossing a two way street,
Today's Horroscope

April 21 - May 20 (Taurus)
- You may find that people are inclined to disbelieve you today (or any other day, for that matter). Ignore them and throw yourself into your work. If you are a good dancer, you might want to get together with some of your fellows and form a Taurus line.

May 21 - June 21 (Gemini)
- Here's a capsule description of today: You will be uplifted by a Titanic figure. Now might be the time to play the daily double (call UN 4-9827, ask for Chuck). You will probably be too late to make a really big impression, cause you're not rushing.

June 22 - July 22 (Cancer)
- Don't bother giving up smoking, but make out your will. Avoid industry; large companies will pretend that you don't exist. Try going to the tropics to get really clean. An investment might help, since you will probably experience wild growth. Above all, avoid being cranky.

July 23 - August 22 (Leo)
- Your predicament is similar to that of Taurus. You may be king, but try not to be crowned. It might be advisable for you to lie down and stay away from others today, especially for those who might take you for what you are. Your reputation will proceed you.

August 23 - September 22 (Virgo)
- Contact someone born in early June. Do not worry about looks; the more gruesome the better. Help him with rendezvous and docking procedures. He may become your Apollo; give him the --- and change your star. You will go down in history. (P.S.: Does anyone still read this one?)

September 23 - October 22 (Libra)
- You are unusually stable and well balanced. You will make wise and just decisions because you weigh the outcomes. Unscrupulous people may try to use you, but they will be all thumbs. People like you were the ones who pounded the grandeur of Troy into grains ounce upon a time.

October 23 - November 21 (Scorpio)
- Don't worry when things are looking black, for who knows what a black Scorpius may inspire. Your preference in cars should be the new Corvette. Try to avoid stinging remarks which may poison others. But let them know you know the scorp.

November 22 - December 21 (Sagittarius)
- Watch out for your arch enemies, on the one hand, but be prepared to be someone's hero. Be prepared also to be called a hood, and obsolete, too. Be ready to shower fruitful ideas off the tops of peoples' heads, a telling task. You can gain power by becoming cross.

December 22 - January 19 (Capricorn)
- Don't be attracted to people born in early March or you may find yourself going to Pisces. You will be used by others as a goat. You should join a Cancer in the tropics, for even though you are mirror images, you are not poles apart. You show possibilities of becoming brass hats in the military, reaching as high as colonel.

January 20 - February 18 (Aquarius)
- You feel inferior because your ideas are all wet and people say you are a drip. This is due to your fear of a return to the dry 18th. Remember that aqua can be regal, and that it can handle a ---finger better than a Bond. Rest assured that there are those who desperately need you.

February 19 - March 20 (Pisces)
- See an Aquarius at once! It's a matter of life and/or...
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Mausoleum (6, 3) 2. Although I'd rather not the reception is now . . . . 5. A weighty atomic term 9. George, lets nature not park relationship
10. A long laugh 13. A one letter bang out of a pregnant ape
14. Really stowed this (abbr.) 15. All that VueDoo 26. A Jewish factor
22. Although I'd rather not the reception is now . . .
24. Well-known Grammar (6)
25. Eat .
28. 9-George, lets nature not park relationship
31. Eat .
49. Across in Nikita K.

2. Smelly
3. Hangovers
4. Heat, mostly legitimate
5. Dead
6. The Enovid Hour, mostly legitimate
7. Horny
8. The bathtub
9. Non-existent

DAILY QUIZ

Score of 1-4 is terrible, 5-7 is good, 8-10 is excellent, 12 or more is impossible.

1. Food is a product of a) Porkmouth Naval Base, b) South America, c) Pregnant Apes, d) your imagination.
2. South America is: a) a plant, b) a tropical disease, c) a continent, d) a concomitant.
3. Alcool is a cure for: a) South America, b) dope addiction, c) pregnancy apes, d) a concomitant.
4. Firch is a product of: a) Portmouth Naval Base, b) South America, c) Pregnant Apes, d) Harvard, e) squares, f) the cover of "US World Report, g) a deodorant, h) in your soup, or as sandwhich filling, i) as ice cream sundaes, as deodorant, j) in your soup, or as a deodorant.

Quiz Answers


NEIGHBORHOOD MOVIE DIRECTORY FOR FRIDAY

Downtown

"SPLENDID! A FILM OF WHICH THIS COUNTRY CAN BE PROUD!"

Jaye Mansfield

"MISTRESS FOR THE SUMMER"

Mary Poppins

"BUS RILES BACK IN TOWN"

Hollywood

"WHERE LOVE HAS COME, "CONFUGAL BED."

Joan Crawford

"HALF A SIXPENCE"

Interst Earned Monthly

Dodge City

WHERE "THERE MUST FALL" AND "UNDER THE TOM TOM TREE"

Father Goosefinger

Dell Book

"KISS ME, LAZZER AND "SEX AND THE SINGLE MAN"

Lynda

"LOVE, THE ITALIAN WAY"

Harvard Cube

"LONG HOT EKE SUMMER"

Remington

"GOLDFINGER: SECRET INVASION"

The Great American, Boston, Friday, April 19, 1965

The Great American, Boston, Friday, April 19, 1965

North dealer (how'd you guess?)

7. Everyone void, East gives West a worried clOusly decides to trump. When realizing that West has not only tw tri nod' and wink. West, however, cheating by partner), kicks at West again. East's kick again missed his kicking signal, but still WlconsCious). When two plains bitterly to North, "I told bitzer. South, 'now revived, com-

misses West, but upsets table. card gam~ for next day, but etc. Grande doesn't notice. East, realizing that not etc. Grande

North's unCaIUly leads, tries a

Scene at M.I.T.
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New Yawk (APE)—The miserable Boston Smelts continued on the path of their miserable march to their perennial position in the cellar of the Eastern division of the NBA, as they absorbed another trouncing from the first-place New Yawk Knick-lickers, this time by a score of 288 (two goals!) to 69.

Bill Bussell, tall-scoring star of the Smelts, went scoreless again tonight for the third straight game. "Somebody tied my shoelaces together again," moaned Bill for the third straight game. Havacheek and Helmoomo were the only two Smelts to score tonight, each doubling 34½ points.

An unusual highlight of the game occurred midway thru the 14th period, when Johnny Least, Smelts play-by-play announcer, suddenly tumbled out of his booth from high above courtside and landed with a thud right on the head of the key.

S. Jones thought he was the basketball, picked him up, and drove in for a lay-up. However, Least bounced off the rim; but J. Jones hauled in the rebound, passed off to R. Jones, who sent it least over to P. Jones. Jones handed off to O.K. Jones, who passed to B.T.B. Jones, who let go with a 30-foot jump shot from the outside. This time Least bounced off the backboards, off the outstretched hands of Bussell, and up into the crowd, where he was caught by a happy fan, who mistook him for a basketball because by this time, Least was dribbling.

At this point, referee Victor Borgia called a technical foul on Boston. Coach Outback jumped to his feet, grated, whereupon a fan yelled, "Hey Boston, why is your coach Red?"

Bob Doozy led the victorious Knicklickers with 169 points. The box score:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clumberfuls</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Halivah</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chalmbremid</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pucyuk</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submarine Races

The Sixty-Ninth annual Cambridge Submarine Races will be run tonight in Memorial Drive Amphitheatre, situated on Memorial Drive along the Charles River bank, beginning at about 5 p.m.

Periscopes will be available at a normal fare, but with, or without them, the Races can be easily viewed from any parked car along the river.

B's Win Stanley Cup

Boston—Led by Johnny Pucyuk's hat trick, Reggie Flaming's coat trick, and goalie Eddie Johnstoon's puck-swallowing trick, the Boston Brewins routed the Toronto Maple Grieves 8-1, in a National Hockey League game played here last night before a panting throng of 13,069 S.R.O.

Thus the Brewins managed to hold on to their slim 2-point lead over the New Yawk Gringers in their neck-in-puck-nip-and-tuck lxxly.

The crowd was in a more belligerent mood than usual, and kept yelling for the Brewins to start a fight, so they wouldn't have to waste their time playing hockey. However, no major brawl materialized, and the fans had to content themselves with cheering only when two of the Toronto players were seriously injured and had to be carried off the ice on stretchers, bleeding and unconscious. Flaming won applause when, seeking to outdo Pucyuk's hat trick, he grabbed an overcoat hat trick, won applause. Flaming won applause when, seeking to outdo Pucyuk's hat trick, he grabbed an overcoat.

Flaming's coat trick won applause when, seeking to outdo Pucyuk's hat trick, he grabbed an overcoat.

However, no major brawl materialized, and the fans had to content themselves with cheering only when two of the Toronto players were seriously injured and had to be carried off the ice on stretchers, bleeding and unconscious. Flaming won applause when, seeking to outdo Pucyuk's hat trick, he grabbed an overcoat.